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Few Read History

This short  book lays down truth about how the world system
came  to  be  what  it  is,  and  the  ongoing  march  to  socialism.
Published 1971, the only thing different  today is  the author’s
fourteen-point plan is closer to fruition.

While not every historical event is conspiratorial, the common
sense  approach  premise  is  ‘major’  ones  (i.e.,  those  involving
vast  financial  resources,  new  regimes,  etc.)  is  superior  to  a
random walk scenario.

A  good  job  is  done  sketching  key  players  working  the
conspiracy:  Jesuit  Adam  Weishaupt’s  Bavarian  Illuminati
(1776) and its extension the communist ‘League of Just Men’
under tools Marx and Engel (1836), Cecil Rhode’s Round Table
(1891) which birthed the Royal Institute of International Affairs
and  Council  on  Foreign  Relations  (1916),  also  the  global
Bilderberg society under Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands [an
ex Nazi 'Brownshirt'].

The  end  goal  is  a  world  socialist  super  state  with  only  two
classes-‘insiders’  (conspirators  and  co-conspirators)  will  rule
everyone else (slaves). The capitalist/command economy system
dichotomy  illusion  is  shattered;  reality  has  always  been  a
dictatorship/anarchy scale.

At each turn financiers of new socialist powers [‘nationalist’ or
‘worker’ makes no difference] were proven to be bourgeoisie
capitalist insiders. WWI, the Bolshevik Revolutions, WII, Korea



and Vietnam were financed between Morgan, Schiff, Warburg,
Rothschild and Rockefeller interests.

The book focuses on money (I Timothy 6.10 says the love of
this is the root of all evil) and secular politics.  The unlimited
central  banking  fiat  paper  pays  for  insider  loyalty  and
‘controlled  oppositions’,  crushing  the  middle  class.  Such
‘oppositions’  range  from  ‘grass-roots’  leftist  rioters  and
protesters and mass media, to Russian oil and Cold War Soviet
military  machine  investments  (‘U.S.S.R:  made  in  the  USA’),
also David Rockefeller’s Red China ‘social experiment’.

The evil, death and misery these schemes have created over the
last two hundred years is satanic. Reading the book will at least
help one see through the media’s painted landscape of useless
information and plastic TV world history.

***

I) Don’t Confuse Me With Facts (pp. 6-13)

The claim is made a vast fake media landscape has been painted
for the masses’ consumption. Major world events happen either
by planning or accident, and the former is much more likely.

There is an inexorable drive to the left of these groups where
‘conservatism’ becomes less so with each ratchet.

Defence  tactics  include:  assassination  of  exposers;  ad
hominems;  reliance  on  man’s  selfishness;  a  continuous
incredulity campaign; paralysis by preoccupation of enemies.

The accidentalist worldview relies on a ‘Poverty’, ‘Ignorance’,
and ‘Disease’ (PID) catch all.

II)  Socialism-Royal Road To Power For The Super-Rich (pp.
14-29)



Communism is run from New York, London and Paris and is a
philosophy only for the naive. It is given the definition: 

“An International, Conspiratorial Drive For Power On The Part
of Men In High Places Willing To Use Any Means To Bring
About Their Desired Aim: Global Conquest.”

Every conspirator must be an easy liar and far-seeing. 

Communism’s  two facades are:  (i)  it  is  inevitable,  (ii)  it  is  a
movement  of  the  downtrodden  masses.  The  deadly  bait  of
Communism is Socialism under which title it always operates. 

Socialism is Government ownership and distribution of means
of production. This enables it to destroy private ownership and
enterprise,  the family unit,  and religion.  ‘Wealth sharing’ is a
confidence game to con people into surrendering their freedom. 

The  apparent  contradiction  of  super-rich  insiders  sponsoring
socialist  causes is  reconciled by the ‘victimhood meme’;  that
altruism arises out of a guilt complex because they inherited or
made such great wealth!

The economic model of command versus capitalistic  is really
dictator-dictator.  Reality  is  a  dictator-anarchy  spectrum.  The
U.S.  constitution was designed to  be as close to an anarchist
system as possible yet create strong law and order and national
defence institutions.

The icon of Communism, Karl Marx was an illuminati product,
the mid-19thC ‘League of Just Men’.

III) The Money Manipulators (pp. 30-50)

The  study  of  history  is  anything  but  objective,  also  current
affairs and news contains ‘all  the news  that fits’. Most books
therefore prove authors' theses.



Conspiracy  is  likened  to  a  hand  with  one  finger  financial,
another anti-religious and another communist.

Most  believe  the  government  borrows  from  savings  of  the
people to fund expenses. In reality they are financed by selling
bonds to international banks, or its own central bank.

Financing  governments  is  extremely  profitable  and  low  risk,
provided collateral can be gained. This challenge was overcome
by lenders creating and financing enemies of their debtors, so
having the option to exploit the one against the other.

The most prominent name in the Insider’s financing arm are the
Rothschilds,  beginning  with  Mayer  Amschel  Bauer  (1743-
1812).  They  became  extremely  wealthy  international  bankers
during the European wars of the 19thC, so that tracing a nation’s
debt position became an indicator of the victim.

While  the Rothschild’s  were Jewish,  their  co-conspirators  the
Rockefeller’s and J.P[iermont] Morgan were Anglo Saxon. The
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) was created as a shield against
attacking  the  Jewish  nature  of  the  conspiracy,  while  the
conspirators  in  turn  use  their  Jewishness  a  shield  for  their
activities!

The goal is to increase government debt as much as possible; the
Warburgs financed Hitler while they sat out the war in luxurious
hotels.  The  American  Civil  War  was  financed  by  the
Rothschilds (North and South).

Over-burdened  Governments  then  grant  monopoly  powers  in
major industries to financier-linked companies. Central banks of
England, Germany and France were all monopolies granted by
respective states to private interests. The state in 1921, England,
was  that  a  handful  of  men  could  stop  the  nation’s  credit  by
refusing to roll over Government Treasury Bills.

IV) The Money Manipulators (pp. 51-70)



Lenin’s view was getting a central bank is 90% of communising
a  country,  and  Thomas  Jefferson  wrote  to  John  Adams  that
central banks were a greater danger than standing armies.

As an example, before the U.S. had a central bank, J.P. Morgan
in 1893 issued a ‘Panic Circular’ where his institutions would
call in half of all their loans and retire a third of their circulation.
The same trick was done in 1907 when the Knickerbocker Bank
was  rumoured  to  be  insolvent.  The  goal  was  to  destroy
competition.

Paul Warburg was the main tool behind creating a U.S. central
bank.  He married   Nina Loeb,  daughter  of Solomon Loeb of
Kuhn, Loeb and Co. which was run by Jacob Schiff. (In the 18 th

C the Schiffs and Rothschilds shared a double house).

The plan came to fruition via a secret meeting in 1910 on Jekyll
Island, Georgia, including the following men:

*Henry P. Davidson and Benjamin Strong of J.P. Morgan.

*Frank A. Vanderlip of Rockefellers.

*A. Piatt Andrew Assistant Secretary Treasurer.

*Paul Warburg.

All  thought  a  central  bank  was  the  bedrock  of  any  banking
system. The proposed a four bank system with the New York as
head, the rest decoys. Members would be recruited for very long
fourteen year terms.

The  U.S.  Congress  voted  for  the  Federal  Reserve  Act  on
22/12/1913  under  President  Woodrow  Wilson.  He  was
controlled by ‘Colonel’ Edward Mandel House. House wrote a
thinly veiled book Philip Dru: Administrator which called for a
progressive income tax [a wealth siphon] and central bank (part
of the Communist Manifesto).



Paul Warburg was appointed head of the newly created Fed, the
most  gigantic  trust  on  earth,  able  to  inflate  and  deflate  the
economy at will. From 1913-1971, the U.S. National Debt went
from $1B to $455B, interest repayments at that time ~$22B p.a.
U.S. gold is mortgaged to Europe and the silver has been sold.

The Great Depression of 1930 was preceded by a 63% inflation
of the money supply. The pin was pulled by Paul Warburg when
24 hour  stock  broker  loans  were  called  in,  forcing  the  stock
market to spiral. The Fed refused help when bank runs began
and stock prices plummeted. Of course, insiders had sold short
and were able to buy up industries at a 90% discount!

The  above  pattern  has  been  repeated  to  lesser  extents  with
recessions:  easy  credit->stock  price  increase->insiders  stop
credit and move to cash->stock price crash->insiders buy stocks.

Since Morgan, Rockefeller, Schiff and Warburg had all loaned
money to England during WWI America had to be forced into
the war. This was helped after Woodrow’s re-election by setting
up the sinking of a British Ship the  Lusitania loaded with 6M
pounds of ammunition in 1915. The Germans were painted as
monsters which antagonised U.S. public opinion against them.

The  other  great  simultaneous  act  of  the  insiders  was  the
overthrow  of  the  Tsar,  in  March  1917,  and  the  full  blown
Bolshevik Revolution in November that same year. The events
were:

-1905: failed ‘Red Revolution’.

-03/1917: Tsar Nicolas II abdicates and Prince Lvov sets up a
provisional government to be like the U.S.

-Lvov’s government caves to the Kerensky regime who gives
amnesty to ~250,000 communists from the 1905 rebellion.



-11/1917: Lenin and Trotsky drive the revolution in Petrograd.
Lenin was given USD 6M by Max Warburg.  Trotsky was in
New York and left with 275 revolutionaries via Canada where
he  was  temporarily  stayed.  Under  pressure  from  the  British
government and House, the Canadians let Trotsky go.

20M is the estimate of Schiff’s financing the overthrow of the
Tsar and Kerensky Regimes. Rhode’s society [designed on the
Jesuits]  Lord Alfred Milner  spent  21M roubles.  ‘Made in the
U.S.A’ U.S.S.R. now had a central bank and the US had a paper
enemy for extortion. 

In WWII Hitler was financed by Warburg’s Mendelsohn Bank
and the Schroeder banks in London, Frankfurt and New York.

The  financial  arm  spreads  into  socialist  movements  via  the
Rockefeller (Standard Oil) and Steel (Carnegie) ‘foundations’.
These basically promote internal strife in a country.

The ‘liberal’ mentality has a blindspot above a level of the ‘big
end’  of  town  (i.e.  vote  buying,  labour  oppression,  market-
rigging)  so  that  a  global  communist  conspiracy  is  deemed
impossible.

The Fed has never been audited.

V) Establishing the Establishment (pp. 71-90)

After  the  WWI Armistice  on 11/11/1918,  Wilson  and  House
went to Europe to establish the League of Nations (with Wilson
as  world  dictator).  The  study  of  history  is  anything  but
objective, also current affairs and news contains.

[Unsuccessful]  propaganda  in  the  US  for  joining  world
government came from the Round Table, which was inherited
by  Rothschild  in  Rhode’s  will.  The  group  was  a  system  of
‘circles within circles’, so they set up the RIIA (1919) then the
CFR (‘The Establishment’) in NY. 



In 1971 the CFR numbered ~1,500 an in its history has worked
in every Government office. Despite its huge influence there had
been only one media article written during this time! It is fact
CFR foreign policy becomes US policy.

The CFR designed the UN, and 47 of the US delegates at the
1945  opening  in  San  Francisco  were  members  (including
Communist spy Alger Hiss).

A roadblock to the CFR’s designs is the U.S. Constitution which
must be abolished. The CFR also controls the ‘Think Tanks’ and
media  (i.e.  the  ‘landscape  painters’),  inc.:  NBC,  CBS,  Time,
Life, Simon & Schuster, Random House.

The  political  process  is  controlled  with  Democrat  versus
Republican candidates all managed.

The CFR helped supply arms and aid to Eastern Europe which
went on to the Viet Cong to fight America!

The Bilderberger’s (1954) is the global version of the CFR, run
by  ex-Nazi  stormtrooper  Prince  Bernhard  of  the  Netherlands
(power broker  in  Royal  Dutch Shell,  and Societe  General  de
Belgique).

Via Henry Kissinger, the Bilderberger’s arranged for the US to
open up to Red China as a trading partner. There was also an
international financial crisis which devalued the USD.

VI) The Rockefellers and the Reds (pp. 91-105)

The Insiders were pushing for trade with Russia from 1919, but
the  Bolsheviks  were  only  officially  recognised  in  1933.
President Herbert Hoover helped the basket case economy by
giving humanitarian food aide.



Standard oil bought 50% of the Caucus oil fields and a refinery
in 1927. To facilitate oil trade Standard loaned out USD75M.

The Insiders lobbied for policies to increase their satellite  the
Soviet Union, including re-classing military equipment supply-
chain exports as ‘non-strategic’. 

The ~50,000 odd Vietnam deaths  were caused by Viet  Cong
weapons funded ~85% by the Soviet block.

The Communists are really agents for the Rockefellers, as seen
with David Rockefeller’s 1964 ‘holiday’ to the U.S.S.R. after
which dictator Nicholas Khruschev was replaced!

VII) Pressure From Above and Pressure From Below (pp. 106-
120)

Insiders President Nixon used ‘New Federalism’ to weaken the
U.S. One aim was the Family Assistance Program (FAP) which
would double the number of people on welfare. Every group the
government intends to control (non-militarily) it first subsidises.

In  the  economic  sphere  was  Fabian  Socialist  Keynes,  whose
General  Theory  of  Money  and  Credit made  deficit  spending
look sensible. Wage and price controls and reducing enterprise
are other economic techniques of oppression.

The march to World Government is driven by groups like the
United World Federalists which see a ‘Great Merger’ as the next
world event. To this end the insiders have built a 3-football field
geodetic dome in Illinois for playing a world ‘game’ of resource
allocation.

The middle class must also go, and are being viced from above
by policy changes, and from below by capitalist-backed leftist
agitants,  who  believe  in  socialism  ‘the  people’  actually  own
everything.



VIII) You Are The Answer (pp.121-1)

Most people who ‘wake up’ give up that same week.

It  is  important  to  remember  insider  control  is  not  total  yet
otherwise the vise would have already closed.

As conspiracy requires darkness so exposure is the best method
of attack.

For controlling the body politick they prefer arguments of style
over substance.

Insiders  have no loyalty to any country [like the Jesuits]  and
have fourteen major goals:

1. Restrict financial transactions.

2. Abolish private ownerships and guns.

3. Detention without due process.

4. Key private  financials  to  security  number for  a  massive
computational database.

5. Compulsory public education.

6. Forced non-military service.

7. Forced psych tests.

8. Declare anti-Communist organisations as terrorists.

9. Private gathering restrictions.

10. Change is passport regulations. 

11. Wage and price controls.



12. Compulsory registration of work location.

13. Restrict freedom of movement within-country.

14. Law-making by Executive Decree.

Perhaps the greatest barrier remaining is an armed citizenry.

The  Insiders  also  hope  those  aware  of  the  conspiracy  will
become  mesmerised  by  its  machinations  and  become
ineffective.

From Churchill:  “what is  even worse,  you may have to  fight
when there is no hope of victory, for that is better than living as
slaves.”


